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The basic idea:
● Updating the vocal course to create a songwriting/modern music focus rather than a more

traditional classical choral focus
● Uses online music software to get students writing music - great for beginners
● Achievable even with multiple grades or a short time frame (or working online)

○ Can work with or without in person singing
○ Can be used as a unit or a whole class focus

Why set up your vocal class this way?
● High student interest
● Easy to feel a sense of growth and accomplishment with step by step process
● Helps introduce students to composing in a non-stressful way
● Modernizes music curriculum
● Easy to adapt to online or in person (or both...ugh.)
● Works well without in-person singing (Pandemics, what fun.)
● Demystifies the idea of composing - everyone can compose with the right tools

How can I make my vocal class have a songwriting focus?
● Create designated online music software time

○ This is part of the creation strand
○ You can incorporate instrumental playing or singing (if allowed)

● Incorporate examples and terminology from modern music

● Analysis and Foundations strands are modern music focused
■ Music industry, society and music
■ Examples are from different genres (pop, R&B, country, soca, etc.)
■ Theory is based on the elements of music, pop music vocabulary and listening

rather than about notation and writing
■ Topic of the Day: Discussion, learning and a task about different aspects of music
■ Music Genre Spotlights: Short introductions to different styles of music with listening

● Have them work towards creating a song using a step by step process
○ Remember this shouldn’t be rushed - informally assess each step with a challenge and

sharing time (10 minute or 20 minute challenge)

● 6 Steps I used are:
○ Start with basic tasks to help them get used to the software (3 track song)
○ Work on contrast and cohesion (Write a chorus when given a verse, etc)
○ Work on beginnings and endings (intro/outro)
○ Write lyrics separate from music
○ Add your own original recordings or piano roll parts (Start with speaking before trying

singing)
○ Match your lyrics to the melody in the loop and add your own flair.



Some topic of the day and Music Genre Spotlight examples:
Music in our lives

Music Industry Part 1

Music Industry part 2

Soca

Pop

Using Music Composition Software Step by Step to write a song:

Skill Task Ideas (Do some or all) 20 Minute Challenges

Getting used to
Soundtrap

● Find your favourite track in
different categories

● 3 Track song
● Song from a collection (Monarch,

Chi, etc)
● Make a beat in patterns

beatmaker (then add a melody
track)

● Make a short melody/riff using
synth or piano roll

● Make a song in a certain genre
● Soundscapes
● Remix or medley of an existing

song (also talk about copyright
here)

● Create a 3 track
piece/verse) in 10 mins
or using a certain style

● Create a verse/chorus in
a genre of music

● Create a riff using piano
roll

● Create a soundscape
with music

● Import part of an existing
song and add a track or
put several songs
together to create a
medley

Cohesion and Contrast ● Add a chorus to a verse
● Add a verse to a chorus
● Edit a song with too many tracks
● Add 3 different melodies to a

given drum track
● Collaborate on a song in partners

(one writes chorus, one writes
verse)

● Have one student create
a verse or create one as
group and everyone
creates a chorus to go
with it

● Randomly assign some
to create a chorus and
some a verse, discuss
which match

Beginnings and Endings ● Add an intro
● Add an outro to a chorus
● Edit beginnings and endings
● Fading in and out

● Have a contest to see
who can create the
classes favourite intro to
a verse by the teacher

Lyrics ● Sentence starters
● Repetition for choruses (write the

same sentence starter 4 times
and end each one differently - eg,
I want….)

● Finish the end of the given verse
● Write any words or phrases

around a topic keyword (friends,
love, school, winter, change, etc)

● Writing prompts
● Students post their

favourite sentence/lyric
section to a google doc
and the class combines
them to create a song

● Use madlibs to help get
started

● Word association games

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/120LUyqt46T5VRl1bCLC1svZ7Z3u64-I7wkT9XF-beYQ/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hkttbqU29SQw1uOZIZrWfmJZs5i7giWmmjU9ZvoLpZo/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RbayPe1r5Tbjz8FvGjPm0sIukQz7jRBPG3goLBRSOjI/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jXsoO8wLyVkMbw_4PMenHPrkuibqZDufF-yF6UwwydI/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hOA3tLRxCGY-hBSBfmsSYzJXG0v5T138l5y-HuVxLxE/copy?usp=sharing


Adding your own
recordings

● Add a recording of student
speaking a word

● Say your favourite song lyric or
quote, record it and add music

● Record students reading a poem,
then add music

● Read the lyrics and then add
music

● Rap, Spoken word, podcasts

● Record students saying
the same phrase in
different ways, with
different music to set the
mood (eg, angry, scary,
happy)

● Tell a story to fit given
music

Matching lyrics to
melody

● Once you have a song, listen to
the melody track, hum along, sing
the basic melody

● Add the words to fit that melody
● Add any vocal ornaments that

work for your song

● Fit a sentence to a
melody

● Sing syllables to a
melody track

● Add ornaments to a
given melody

Student examples can be found in the slides from the video here.

Final Project - Drop an Album
● Every student is required to use Soundtrap to create a song using loops in a given format (intro,

verse, chorus, verse, chorus, outro)
● Students choose from 5 more options to complete their project

○ Gr 9 - song + 1 option
○ Gr 10 - Song + 2 options
○ Gr 11 - song + 3 options
○ Gr 12 - song + 4 options

● If your class is only one level, you can determine the number of options.

Here is a link to the project:

Still have questions? Want a drive full of slides and handouts?

Email me at elizabeth.parker-cook@tdsb.on.ca or click this link to fill out the request form.
https://bit.ly/3iwnTi8

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TDxm8PqeRS8LEL77cHC5FXl3_0ZanwB_-2xLyuapG3A/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mo9WhK55UdklVmjuxOuaYtiV3NhGOV9Duv2QGBTpbHE/copy?usp=sharing
mailto:elizabeth.parker-cook@tdsb.on.ca
https://bit.ly/3iwnTi8

